
Dialogue with my Angel N°8                                  The 4th of September 2011 

The sky’s gift 

I have just arrived in Belgium for my second stay. As if by magic, the synchronicities and the trust 
that I give to my guidance, have made me able to finance this trip.

Everyday, I have made some beautiful and strong meetings… people that came to visit me and that 
have “found” their place in my heart “again”. This reunion feeling with these beings that I know 
from “elsewhere”... is an inestimable gift.

I have the impression that the things are going faster and faster, are stronger and stronger, it is like a 
whirlwind of joy that gives me vertigo.

Last night, I slept under the stars…, I was very hot and like very often recently my eyes pricked. At 
some times in the day, I could even see a bit blurry. I remembered myself of the weeks before my 
departure where I had the impression of having been out of my shoes, and at the same time feeling 
myself “very happy”.

I saw in this night’s dream, beautiful and impressive images of planets, of the sun, of cosmic 
phenomenons, but also the one of my coronal chakra that seemed to melt itself with the sun’s 
image. Then I saw a grand dark star that was spinning near the sun and was directing itself towards 
me.

This morning, I asked my Angel… He tells me :

- Well… there ! You are in the whirlwind of the zero point, of the letting go. Are you ready ?
Are you ready to receive the sky’s gift ? The one that you are all waiting for ?
The grand transition of humanity is arriving in its optimal phase. The celestial disruptions that your 
scientists assign to a common planetary transit, are starting to ablaze your solar system. However on 
the contrary to what your leaders and secret governments want to make you think, this star in transit 
which is a dark sun, will enter in resonance in the next few days with your system’s sun, which is so 
to speak its celestial twin. This dark star, is what the traditions of the first tribes from the earth, 
announce like the celestial messenger, the renewal’s messenger.

- Is it the message that we were all waiting for ? Is it the signal that something is going to happen ?
- You can consider it as such, however do not let yourselves be fooled by the alarmist information 
that circulates through your media.
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Welcome this dark star like the skies’ gift. This star is said to be “dark”, because it does not emit 
light, but it carries energy-magnetic codes from the New Earth. This dark star will enter in 
interaction with your system’s sun and with the terrestrial magnetic field. 
To simplify, your sun represents your solar’s system consciousness, as it redistributes the 
information-light codes inherent to all forms of life, in each planet, to the deepest of your cells and 
of your DNA.

These light-information are retranscriptions of what you call neutrinos, handed out by your galaxy’s 
center and reconfigured by your sun under the form of code-packages informing your cells to the 
nanoscopic level.

Humanity used to function until now with ancient codes so to speak. But in the next few days, this 
dark star will be at the closest of the sun and will cause huge coronal ejections of plasma matter. 
It is circled of an electromagnetic field of a geometric shape that carries in itself the silicon’s neo-
codes of the new humanity, that it transmits coming from your universe’s deepest.

At the same time, this star will carry new information to your sun, which, will be in charge of 
redistributing them in your solar system.

These new codes of light-information will make it able for a drastic and exponential mutation of 
your DNA from these moments on. Your twelve genetic strands will definitely be activated for all of 
the beings having accepted and worked for their change.

On the physiological level, you could already feel prickling sensations of the scalp at the top of the 
skull. This corresponds to a redating of your coronal chakra. Whereas your consciousness body or 
luminous body, will incorporate little by little your physical body. Your tubular coronal channel will 
widen itself progressively in order to become conical. It will make the connexion with the galaxy’s 
lights-information possible again.

As well your frontal chakra, will become more and more active, which will have the effect of 
merging the visual perceptions of the pineal gland with the ocular eyesight. You will therefore 
develop slowly the ability of simultaneous and transdimensional eyesight, in order to manage to 
perceive the different existence plans around you.

- The eyesight’s blurs that affect me from time to time, have they got a link with these changes ?
- Exactly, your eyes adjust themselves again to new vibratory frequencies and mostly adjust 
themselves to the “new programme” of vision put into place in your DNA. This is part of your 
transformation’s process, it is therefore useless to be alarmed of it. Later on, another phenomenon 
will be revealed to you.

This dark star will enter in alignment between the earth and the sun. Strong geomagnetic disruptions 
will happen on your planet. Your occult leaders and your governments keep themselves to inform 
you about it. For them, the coming of this celestial body, much bigger than the earth, represents the 
worst threat for their existence, because in the deepest of themselves they feel that this event will 
ring the tolling bell of their reign and of their power on earth. They are perfectly aware of the effect 
of this dark star, carrying codes of the elevation of the human’s consciousness for the New Earth.

On the physiological level, there will happen a sensation of interior darkness caused by the partial 
occultation by this dark star of the sun’s magnetic energy. But the most important is that you may 
have the sensation, for many of you, of “losing the memory” of certain things that you “use” in your 
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everyday life (beliefs, taboos, family like or relational concepts, social, as well as memory losses of 
codes, dates, names, surnames…).

These moments are described in the traditions of the last tribes, like being the three dark days. It is 
important that you are informed about it. 
I repeat it to you and reassure you, the coming events are a sky’s gift for the ones that have accepted 
and incorporated these transformations. You are receiving the most beautiful present that you would 
have never imagined of. It is possible that these effects will not affect you immediately, but very 
quickly you will feel from them the benefits in your cells’ deepest.

The beings in the other dimensions, your brothers of superior densities, like the elemental worlds, 
are waiting for this moment with joy. 
They have always been part of your multidimensional existence and are happy to be able to soon 
communicate with the true humans, the ones that will have opened themselves to their existence.

The principal effect of this dark star is to give the possibility of a transformation, that gradually, will 
stabilise the New Earth’s resonance frequency making it possible for your energy bodies and 
physical bodies to gradually then definitely incorporate this frequency.

- Are there particular layouts to respect in these moments ?
- What will happen will first of all be a personal experience that will connect you again 
harmoniously with your superior consciousness. Therefore there is no particular layout to respect, 
except the fact of opening yourselves to the experience. However, respect the tiredness that your 
body will express.

I invite you to share these moments with the people being part of your soul family. It is also 
strongly probable that certain akashic memories can still reveal themselves during this process, but 
their liberation will happen in all peaceness. 

It is also time for the reunions with your terrestrial-cosmic soul families. The meetings with your 
new comrades and friends, adventurers of the New Earth, are likely to be very strong in emotions. 
Here is the joyful news of the month of September.

Do not also forget that the universe always answers to your beliefs. So invite yourselves to observe 
and abandon your 3rd density’s beliefs in order to become creator again of your universe and co-
creator of the New Earth.

The human’s evolution plan accomplishes itself. I am happy about our reunions.

I am you, you are me, back to unity !

Transmitted by Jenaël
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